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Profondo Rosso is an international and interdisciplinary collective founded by Cecilia Rosso.

Profondo Rosso combines the fields of performance, visual arts and plastic arts, to create dramaturgies
around human themes. The work of the collective focuses on performances and installations that involve
the public to create a deeper connection with the performer and with themselves. The collective is
composed of Cecilia Rosso, Jakob Lohmann, Raphaël Albanese and Inge den Adel.

The current activities of our collective are finalisation and performance of Frammenti#1, and research and
development of the projects Frammenti#2 and Spaces. We are actively searching for connections to support
our research and development of our projects. Additionally we are open for business-related and artistic
support in general, building a strong foundation for creation, development and connection.

Profondo Rosso - the collective

Cecilia Rosso - director and performer 
Jakob Lohmann - rigger, light designer, dramaturg and performer 

Raphaël Albanese - sound designer and technician 
Inge den Adel - researcher, artistic assistant, promotor 

Frammenti #1 - Teatro Toselli, Cuneo (IT) - Mirabilia Festival Europe 2022 



Jakob Lohmann is an artist from Germany, born in 1995. He studied
circus at Codarts Circus Arts Rotterdam, the Netherlands from 2014 to
2018 and extended his studies further from 2019 to 2020 by joining the
Anfibia Project, an interdisciplinary performers training in Bologna,
Italy. Since 2021 he is a recognized member of the International Dance
Council CID, official partner of UNESCO.

Cecilia Rosso (1996) is an Italian interdisciplinary artist based in The
Netherlands. Her work is personal and addresses themes like self-
perception, self-reflection and identity, as individuals as well as in
connection to society. These themes and personal expressions are
translated through combining her movement language and circus
background, with structures that reflect light, absorb and manipulate
lights. With her personal and ambitious approach, Cecilia aims to be
active in the international artfield, connecting different worlds and
individuals.

Biography/CV
Cecilia Rosso

Cecilia graduated in 2021 from the Academy of Circus and Performance Art in Tilburg, The Netherlands,
specialising in aerial straps and hair-hanging. During her studies, she started to question her perception of
performance and experimented with different disciplines. Gradually her vision opened from the world of
physical theatre and cabaret to appreciation of the coexistence of multiple art forms. Her artistic practice
now focuses on her collective Profondo Rosso, developing interdisciplinary projects. Aside to this, Cecilia
performs solo circus acts and in pieces of other companies. At times she also works as stage technician and
as a teacher, giving straps workshops and private lessons. 

+39 345 0567058

rossocecilia

ceciliarosso1@libero.it / info.ceciliarosso@gmail.com

https://www.ceciliarosso.com/ 

Cecilia Rosso Circus Artist

"How can we challenge the established expectations and performance formats within art to create work that
goes beyond consumption and forces the spectator to take action as part of the development of the
performance?"

Jakob is working as dramaturg, rigger and technician in Profondo Rosso.

Jako Lohmann

Jakob’s stage work is concerned with the actor/spectator relationship in
various forms and aspects, while drawing parallels to the structures in
our society. This political aspect carries through into his work off stage,
taking shape in public interventionist activities.

https://jlohmann.com/ 
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Raphaël Albanese is a multidisciplinary artist based in Liège,
Belgium. He is experimenting with photography, dance (breakdance),
videography, 3D designing, painting, drawing, sound design, mapping
and art installations. A part of his research is based on the study and
experimentations of the relativity between physical arts and
technological arts. 

His process is divided between pure experimentation and deep
technical research. Raphaël is a self-learned artist for most of the
different arts he’s practising and he graduated as a photography
technician in the school of arts Saint-Luc secondaire, Liège. 

Inge den Adel (1995, The Netherlands) focuses on the body,
movement, intimacy and human connections, in her work, study and
personal life. A queer and intersectional perspective, questioning labels
and structures, leads towards a critical practice with an activist touch.
She hopes to contribute to dialogue, connections, exploration and
opening of perspectives. After working as a producer for theatre-, film-
and circusprojects, she currently directs her focus to dramaturgy at the
University of Antwerp (master Theater- and Filmwetenschappen, 2022-
2023). She combines this academic development with physical
movement research courses and collaborations with artists.

Raphaël Albanese 

Currently Raphaël performs in the show disCART by Alienated Performances.

In Profondo Rosso he implement in the work the multiplicity of his skills and interests. 

Inge del Adel

In Profondo Rosso she is assistant to the artistic team and in charge of the marketing of our projects.

Inge is the creative producer of need, a short film about intimacy by Jonnah Bron - releasing in 2023. Next to
dramaturgy, she is interested in developing herself further in the role of intimacy coordinator (for film and
stage).

www.ingedenadel.com 

info.ceciliarosso@gmail.com

https://alienated-performanceart.com/creations/discart/
http://www.needthefilm.nl/
http://www.ingedenadel.com/
http://www.ingedenadel.com/


A 40/45 min work in progress exploring how multiple personalities can coexist in one human being.

The ego, a collection of lived experiences, fears, emotions, traumas, moments rich in feeling, generating
individual creatures all in one person. In Frammenti #1, the artist launches herself in her personal research.
Connecting to her disciplines of hair hanging and aerial straps, she begins her search for acceptance.
Illuminated by a thousand mirrors, she invites her audience to reflect on, and connect to her journey.

Surrounded by four metal mannequins, she is confronted with her fragmented ego. The exploration of four
personalities helps her to embody her search and to question: Am I a strong woman?

Frammenti #1 is an inner journey; a journey towards acceptance. Every small move towards the darkest
shadows leads the artist to find herself, identify with herself.

The creation of the show began in 2020 with the support of Panama Pictures (dance/circus company, Den
Bosch). Subsequently the show won the selection of the Keep an Eye project, receiving funding and
support in the shape of residencies at De Warande, Belgium. Another economical support was given by
Festival Circolo in 2022, the support was used to develop both the show and the promotion of it.

Work in progress previews:
10 September 2021 - De Warande, Turnhout (BE)

22 October 2021 - Circolo 2021, Tilburg (NL)
2 July 2022 - Dominio Pubblico 2022, Rome

1 September 2022 - Mirabilia Festival Europeo 2022, Cuneo (IT) - Mirabilia Award
25 September 2022 - Euforia Festival 2022, Trento (IT)

 
Following residencies:

August 2023 – Residency supported by Spoffin (NL)
 

Premier:
August 2023 - Spoffin (NL)

 

Frammenti #1 

Calendar



"Frammenti #1 is undoubtedly one of the most moving experiences during my visit to the Mirabilia festival,
and moreover of the other events I was able to attend this summer — all living arts combined (dance, street,

theater, circus, puppet)."

"Frammenti #1 est sans doute l'une des expériences les plus bouleversantes lors de mon
passage au festival Mirabilia, et d’ailleurs des autres évènements auxquels j’ai pu

assister cet été — tout art vivant confondu (danse, rue, théâtre, cirque, marionnette)."

"Tous me semblent permettre à son fil dramaturgique de se dévider dans le but
d’instaurer un climat à la fois strident et instable. Je 

ressens en effet par l'environnement sonore et les actions sur scène que plusieurs brèches
dans le cours des choses viennent remettre en question toute attente. À tel point

d’ailleurs que je n’attendais plus rien, et tenais seulement à rester là, disposé à sentir ce
qui allait se passer."

"All seem to me to allow its dramaturgical thread to unwind in order to establish a
climate that is both strident and unstable. I indeed feel by the sound environment and the actions on stage that

several breaches in the course of things come to question any expectation. So much so that I no longer
expected anything, and just

wanted to stay there, ready to feel what was going to happen."

"Il me semble par conséquent que nous avons le traitement, et peut-être même la
dénonciation d’un vivier de discours plurisensoriels qui n’ont pas à être verbalisés pour

exercer encore aujourd’hui une diversité de formes de violence envers des personnes
considérées « anormales » d’un point de vue hétéronormé, à commencer par les «

minorités de genre » — parmi lesquelles le femmes sont inclues."

"It seems to me consequently that wehave the treatment, and perhaps even the denunciation of a breeding
ground of multi-sensory discourses which do not have to be verbalized to exercise even today a diversity of
forms of violence against people considered “abnormal” from a heteronormative point of view, starting with

“gender minorities” – among which women are included."

 
 Words by Cyrille Roussial, 17 September 2022 

Editor-in-chief of the journal Jonglages 
 



Working as a collective and performing the work-in progress of Frammenti #1 in multiple places has
prepared us for the final creation phase. We learned that the show can be powerful for the audience as well
as for the team. Preparating, performing and releasing this piece is an intense personal, physical, technical
and emotional process. While growing as a team to deal with this professionally and with care, we manage
to connect to the audience and share with them this personal journey.

We received support within the residencies and meaningful feedback after the showings. We appreciated
open conversations with (professional) audience and we took time for deeper work within the collective.
This all helped to develop a clear vision for the last phase to make the piece ready for premiering in 2023.
We will work on the different personalities within the character and associated movement qualities, as well
as on the rhythm of the show. In addition, we like to focus on the presence on stage of the male technician,
rigger and dramaturg, in relation to the female performer. This will add an interesting layer to the creation
in terms of power relations, representation and interpersonal & dramaturgical dynamics. Further we are
working on technical solutions to have the possibility to reduce the touring team of the show from 3 to 2
people. 

This work will finalised during two weeks of residency in Amersfoold (NL) supported by Spoofing Festival
in direction of the premier of the work in August 2023 at Spoofing Festival (NL). After the premier the
work will be ready to be book for international premiers and performances.

Final creation phase and premiere in 2023



The creation of Frammenti #1 started as a research of the themes fragmentation, self-reflection, identity and
acceptance. The development of the show focused on translating these themes in different characters
brought to stage by one single performer. Each with a personal struggle and progression, expressed in
movement vocabulary, elements of theatre and costume. The dramaturgy is supported by the scenography
and sound design. 

Inspiration for the themes comes from Uno, nessuno, centomila and the Crisi dell’Io by Luigi Pirandello:
"Our spirit consists of fragments, or rather, of distinct elements, more or less related to each other, which

can be disintegrated and reassembled in a new aggregation, so that a new personality results, which,
although outside the consciousness of the normal ego, it has its own separate, independent consciousness

which manifests itself alive and in action, obscuring the normal consciousness, or even coexisting with it, in
cases of true and proper splitting of the ego."

Pirandello, Crisi dell’Io

Frammenti #1 presents the theme of fragmentation in relation to the self. Can multiple personalities co-
exist in one human being? Throughout the creation process, Cecilia as a performer has researched her own
identity, in connection to herself, her surroundings and society as a whole. She found different sides of
herself, some more accepted than others, possibly dependent on the place or the people around her.
Through creating and performing Frammenti #1, she searches for the way to accept all these personalities
within herself. It is a personal journey, every time again. As soon as the audience enters the space, she
shares her journey with them. Engaging with multiple theatrical and technical elements, she tries to
establish a deep connection with the audience, inviting them to connect to her journey of self-reflection. 

The four characters that are explored throughout the piece present personality traits as insecurity,
perfectionism, craziness and openness. Various elements help her to embody and express this exploration
and at the same time invite to reflect on ideas about body image, beauty, power, independence, femininity. 

Inspiration and themes



Amber speaks in the voice of society, addressing expectations that society has towards her. The prologue,
in combination with this monologue sets the framework for the piece, representing the society that all the
following characters have to find their way to deal with.

Petra represents this frustration, struggle and acceptance with the reality of society. She realizes that she
needs to find a way to deal with restrictions in order to participate in society. She puts herself into the
straps, exchanging the hair hanging for another type of chains. 

Alice is the only character to walk freely. She is an outcast, not participating in society. She acts
uncontrollable, crazy,  abusive, like a dissociated lunatic. This shows that total freedom is an illusion that
humans cannot deal with. We need the structures of society and cannot function in a healthy way without
minimal restrictions. 

Leyla is the one who has managed to find her peace and found her own freedom inside of the restrictions. 

The characters



While moving, experiencing suspension by her hair, the performer asks herself, tries to convince herself.. I
am a strong woman. The suspension works in a limiting and controlling way, testing her possibilities and at
the same time her personal limits. Will she go through discomfort, through pain to prove herself? What
sides of her personality does she encounter in this struggle? What is the connection to the rigger on stage,
influencing the suspension on the knot, later on the straps? Will she find a way to take care of herself? And
to finally be honest to herself and the audience?

A powerful monologue in combination with impressive light design addresses personal ambition,
perfectionism and the ‘mask’ that people wear to present themselves externally in society. 

When she reaches the position that enables her to untie the knot, it doesn’t go easy. It represents a journey
towards liberation of herself, but as the time passes by, the frustration grows. Finally liberated from the
knot, she finds herself confronted with her frustrated ego. 

The movement qualities in this stage of the piece are still restricted, blocked. Not by physical elements this
time, but by herself. The performer embodies the frustration of a restricted expression. The use of her voice
and her breathing helps her to find ways to externalise this struggle, uncontrolled at times. 

Multiple metal mannequins appear around her, some of them dressed, others not. Multiple bodies in one
space representing the multiplicity of selves in one human being. The design of the mannequins shows
fragmented body parts and little pieces of mirror. In this way they consciously highlight the idea of
fragmentation and reflection and additionally play an important role in the light design. Their identical form
could also refer to an industrial production process, representing the production of perfect bodies in our
society. Further than that, one could argue that not only our aesthetic but also our ideas, opinions, thoughts
and actions are controlled in this post-modern society. How do we know our true individual self? 

A sequence with aerial straps helps the performer to physically fight with her own ideas and emotions,
creating beautiful images of a very strong woman, but also one that surrenders. Alternating physical
strength and technicality with breathing and relaxation. Wearing a dress that looks like a feminine woman
would wear on stage, the audience is allowed to look at her, coming to terms with this image, this side of
herself, while at the same time being tied to the straps. With the male rigger on stage, these images open up
to reflection on the patriarchal society. 

The sound design introduces the final scene. The character on stage connects to one of the mannequins and
gradually makes space for all elements to contribute to find a way towards acceptance. The space opens up,
all mannequins on stage shine their light on the performer that performs a technical straps sequence. Her
movements are more free, her voice more liberated. A strong woman from within.

Description



So far, we have created the piece out of a research for Cecilia to find the connection with her own body. In
guided improvisations we explored different characters and their movements, to from there construct the
piece. The research and work in progress presentations were  helpful to explore the rhythm of the show.
The progression of the characters, improvisation and the interactions with the rigger are elemental for this
rhythm. The next phase will focus on finding the balance between improvisation and choreography.

Where the characters came to exist from personal and mental research, we will now work from a physical
approach to find movement qualities that fit and strengthen them. We aim to make their progression and the
transformations more clear. A clearer physicality will communicate all layers of meaning better to the
audience; visually, physically and affectively.

Another layer that we like to develop further is the relation between the female director and performer and
the male rigger, who is also the dramaturg of the piece. We will experiment with having both Cecilia and
Jakob on stage and showing their dynamics. When one is pulling, the other one is being pulled. One
controls the other, but there is a constant tension, as if the roles might switch around anytime. The relation
of power between them is interesting on many levels. 

First, there is the personal relationship between the two performers, two members of the same team sharing
the stage. Together they worked hard to create this piece to now communicate the themes and their
artisticity to the audience. They trust each other, in artistic sense and at the same time physically and
technically. They fight sometimes but respect each other. They honestly open up this relationship of trust to
be witnessed live. 

Then there is a dramaturgical layer that is interesting to watch. As the director of the performance, Cecilia
gives a lot of responsibility and control to the dramaturg she works with. During the performance, they take
on the roles of performer and rigger. By pulling the rope, Jakob can influence the progression of the piece.
He can indirectly communicate to Cecilia to take more time, to emphasise certain elements, to push or fight
harder, or when to let go. The audience witnesses a unique kind of embodied dramaturgy. 

Thirdly, this dynamic can be viewed from a perspective of representation. There is a male character on
stage, controlling the movements and possibilities of the female character. A male dramaturg, rigger,
controlling the female director, performer. The piece creates strong images that could possibly symbolise
structures in society, patriarchy. The use of ropes and pulling of hairs could even imply sadomasochistic
connotations. 

The dynamic between the two figures, embedded in the rest of the themes and scenography, is very
interesting throughout the entire piece. The opposite forces might be a struggle, a fight for power, or could
it also be a supporting force to empower the female figure? To empower the director? To empower the
individual, Cecilia Rosso. 

During the residency the collective is envision a possible coaching to support the construction of the
dramatugy and a final coaching to finalise the sound of the performance. 

Next focus in choreography and dramaturgy -
the focus during the residency at Spoffin Festival


